Careers

Here at Indigo, we’re passionate
about careers education.
Not every student knows what they want to be “when they grow up”. Even those that do have an idea will
still need some help and support along the way. It can be a minefield of almost infinite (and ever-changing)
career pathways. Guiding students through this minefield can be a real challenge, particularly when you
add in a requirement to meet the Gatsby Benchmarks.
The good news is that over the last year, the team behind Careers and The Careers Leaders Handbook have
been working hard to produce a ‘gold standard’ online resource that will streamline the careers education
journey for you and your students – Indigo.
Indigo Careers module is your starting point for all things careers. Investigate careers with our search, filter
and compare functions. Take a step back and look at the professional world by industry sector — and keep
an eye out for employer profiles.

Explore employers
Read about the country’s biggest employers
across the labour market.

Explore jobs

NEW!

Search, filter (for example by subject,
qualification, interest or personality trait) and
browse our catalogue of over 650 job profiles,
many with NEW video case studies — or, try
career of the month or a lucky dip!

Explore industry sectors
Take a look at our industry sector profiles for an
overview of an area of work.

Stay abreast of career and industry
news via Indigo newsletter
A curated collection of essential news updated
weekly and delivered direct to your inbox.

Lesson plans
Make the most of Indigo with our free and
growing collection of careers lesson plans and
resources.

Work Experience
Add more power to your Careers subscription
with our Work Experience bolt-on
management tool.

To find out more, download some free resources, request a free trial or learn how Indigo
helps you meet the Gatsby Benchmarks visit: https://indigo.careers/careers/

